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The structure and molecular motion of polymer substances are studied using mainly scattering methods such as 
 neutron, X-ray and light with intension of solving fundamentally important problems in polymer science. The main 
projects are the mechanism of structural development in crystalline polymers from the glassy or molten state to spheru-
lites; the dynamics in disordered polymer materials including low-energy excitation or excess heat capacity at low 
 temperatures, glass transition and local segmental motions; formation processes and structure of polymer gels; the 
 structure and molecular motion of polyelectrolyte solutions; the structure of polymer liquid crystals. 
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Precursor of Shish-kebab in Isotactic 
Polystyrene under Shear Flow
The polarized optical microscope (POM), depolarized 
light scattering (DPLS) and small-angle X-ray scattering 
measurements were performed on the structure formation 
process or the crystallization process of isotactic polysty-
rene (iPS) under shear flow below and above the nominal 
melting temperature Tm. It was found that an anisotropic 
oriented structure termed here as a string-like object was 
formed in µm scale even above the nominal melting tem-
perature and stable for more than 24 hours, but melted at 
around 270 °C far above Tm in Figure 1. The string-like ob-
ject acts as a nucleation agent for the folded chain lamella 
crystal (or the kebab), and was assigned to a precursor of 
the shish-kebab from small angle x-ray scattering measure-
ments. Based on the results we have discussed two possible 
structures for the string-like object: one is fringed micelle 
type structure including partially extended chain crystals 
and the other is liquid crystal-like structure formed through 
extended network of entangled polymer chains.
Heterogeneous Dynamics of Polymer Thin 
Films
In the last decade many studies have been performed on 
polymer thin films to reveal very interesting but unusual 
properties. One of the most interesting findings is that the 
glass transition temperature Tg decreases with film thick-
ness in the thickness range below about 400 Å. It is be-
lieved that one of the most important key issues to solve 
the unusual properties of polymer thin films is heteroge-
neous dynamics of polymer thin films [1]. We therefore 
studied the dynamic heterogeneity of polystyrene thin 
films in glassy state in terms of non-Gaussian parameter 
A0, which is a measure of dynamic heterogeneity, using 
inelastic neutron scattering [2]. It was found that the non-
Gaussian parameter increased with decreasing the film 
thickness, suggesting the increase in the dynamic hetero-
geneity. Assuming a simple two layer model consisting of 
an interface hard layer and a bulk-like layer we analyzed 
the thickness dependence of the non-Gaussian parameter 
A0 and the mean square displacement <u
2> to find that the 
hard layer has the thickness of ~130 Å and the mean 
square displacement of ~0.018 Å2 at 230 K as shown in 
Figures 1 and 2, suggesting dynamic heterogeneity of 
polymer thin films.
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Figure 1. Time evolution of POM pictures of iPS during the annealing 
process at various temperatures after applying a pulse shear with shear 
rate 30s-1 and shear strain 12000 % at 250 °C up to 24 h. Note that the 
nominal melting temperature of iPS is 223 °C.
Figure 2. Schematic representation of 
two layer model
Figure 3. Non-Gaussian parameter A0 at 230 K as a function of film 
thickness. Inset shows mean square displacement <u2>. Solid curves are 
the results of fits with two layer model.
